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New bridge plan only includes fees for large trucks
Posted by Dale Liesch | Mar 22, 2021
Officials with both local Metropolitan Planning organizations and the Alabama Department of Transportation announced a plan on Monday,
March 22 for a cheaper Interstate 10 bridge over the Mobile River that would only serve large trucks.
The idea, introduced by Mobile Mayor Sandy Stimpson, Fairhope City Council President Jack Burrell, U.S. Rep. Jerry Carl, and former ALDOT
Division Engineer Vince Calametti, aims to build a truck-only cable-stayed bridge and to restripe the existing Bayway with three lanes in
each direction instead of two.
Priced at $725 million, about half the funding for the project would come from state and federal sources, in the form of Grant Anticipation
Revenue Vehicle (GARVEE) bonds, Calametti said. Around $400 million would come from a fee charged to trucks 46 feet and above using
the bridge, Calametti said. The bridge would “most likely” be designated an Interstate 10 truck route, he said, and smaller vehicles would
not be allowed on it.
“The fee will be less than half the proposed fee included in the previous plan,” he said. “It is estimated between $10 and $15. It won’t be
more than $15.”
The 46-feet or longer stipulation, Calametti said, would prevent smaller trucks, like those used for local deliveries, from being impacted. It’s
too early to speculate, he said, if the toll would ever sunset. That would be determined at a later date.
Existing routes, including the Bankhead Tunnel, the Wallace Tunnel, the Bayway and the Causeway will remain toll free, Calametti said.

By removing large trucks from the Wallace Tunnel, Calametti said, commute time could be cut by 60 to 90 minutes during peak travel time.
Trucks will also be diverted from the Cochran Africatown Bridge, he said. The trucks would use the so-called “truck bridge” instead.
The increase from four lanes to six lanes on the Bayway is designed to increase efficiency by some 40 percent, also during peak times,
Calametti said. While the new lanes would eat up the shoulders that currently exist on the Bayway, Calametti said ALDOT would double the
size of its emergency response team — stationing a truck in both Baldwin County and Mobile County. In addition, turnarounds would be
added to allow distressed travelers to pull over if need be.
The phased approach of the project would also see a second bridge and a new Bayway built under later phases, Calametti said. Unlike the
last proposal, this project would be controlled completely by the state and would not be a public-private partnership.
The timeline for construction for this concept would be 2022 to 2023, as the state would lose out on a $125 million federal grant if the
project is not underway by the third quarter of 2022. This was a point Stimpson, who is chairman of the Mobile MPO, and Burrell, chairman
of the Eastern Shore MPO, said was important. It was one of three points they made in discussions with Gov. Kay Ivey in January about
keeping the project alive.
“No. 1, it had to reduce congestion,” Burrell said. “No. 2, it had to protect the $125 million federal grant and No. 3, it needed to leave all
the existing routes untolled. The MPO response has been very, very favorable.”
Stimpson reiterated the importance of keeping the large federal grant active.
“Protecting the $125 million grant is critically important,” he said. “We need to demonstrate to the federal government that there’s local
support or the federal government will redirect the funds.”
The new project, Stimpson said, would help move passengers and commerce across the bay more quickly and more efficiently, which would
help secure more jobs and opportunities to the area.
“We believe this plan is a good, solid plan,” he said. “There will be no tolls for cars and small trucks.”
Carl, who was elected to congress in November, told the crowd gathered for a press conference that leaders he has spoken with in
Washington — specifically those who’ve been trapped on the Bayway — understand the need for a bridge, as does local leadership.
“Part of my campaign rhetoric was focused on the bridge,” he said. “Everyone agrees the bridge is needed.”
The first step for the new project would be to gain the approval of both the Mobile and Eastern Shore MPOs, Calametti said. Following
approval by the boards, ALDOT would begin to hold public hearings.

The Mobile MPO met on March 10, 2021, 10:00AM
The Mobile MPO met on Wednesday, March 10th, 2021 at 10:00 am via GoToMeeting.com. The agenda was as followed:
1. Call to Order
2. Consider amendment to 2020-2023 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) STPAA, Mobile County, 100072915 Gopher
Tortoise Mitigation Habitat Development $300,000 Resolution 21-001
3. Consider amendment to 2020-2023 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) STPMB (CN) - New Alignment of CR-25 (McFarland
Road) From CR-28 (Old Pascagoula Road) to CR-358 (Three Notch Road) $13,100,000 Resolution 21-002
4. Delete 100056130; ( UT ); BR; Replace Bridge, Bin 008714, SR-16 (US-90) Westbound Over Tensaw-Spanish River. Resolution 21003
5. Consider amendment to 2020-2023 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) FTA 5310 funds to include the Program of Projects
Resolution 21-004:
City of Satsuma ($33,085 Federal/$33,085 Local); Via Health and Fitness Center ($38,400 Federal/$9,600 local) and the South
Alabama Regional Planning Commission for program administration ($31,736 Federal/$0 Local)
6. Approval of the FY2020-2023 Human Services Coordinated Transportation Plan Resolution 21-005
7. Review report of the Mobile MPO Pubic Participation Process. (No Resolution)
8. Approve modification to the Mobile MPO Public Participation Plan (PPP), which outlines the public involvement procedures for the
Mobile MPO transportation documents, to include the Limited English Proficiency Plan. Resolution 21-006
9. Modification of the 2021 Unified Planning Work Program to account for a Mobile Area Wide Major Road Plan, in regards to Mobile
County and it’s connectivity to all municipal planning documents. Resolution 21-007
10. Approve updated performance measures for Transit Asset Management, Transit Safety, PM1 (Safety), and PM 3 (Congestion and
Freight) Resolution 21-008
11. Approve modification to the Mobile MPO Bylaws creating MPO Vice Chairperson Resolution 21-009
12. Approve modification to the Mobile TCC/CAC Bylaws creating TCC/CAC Vice Chairperson Resolution 21-010
13. Discussion of FHWA Notice N4510.851 – Apportionment of Highway Infrastructure Program Funds Pursuant to the Coronavirus
Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2021: $3,193,942 Highway/ $55,000 Transit apportioned to Mobile MPO
(No Resolution)
14. Discussion on the I-10 Mobile River Bridge (No Resolution)
15. Old Business
16. New Business
17. Adjourn

Covid-19 in Mobile County Preliminary Findings of Traffic Pattern Impacts
Mobile MPO Staff recently analyzed the traffic patterns in Mobile, and how COVID -19 effected the volume, speeds, and crashes from 20192020. This presentation is the MPO’s interpretation of data provided by ALDOT.
In terms of impacts on travel patterns, the following were the impacts of COVID-19.
• Traffic volumes reduced considerably
• Speeds reduced slightly
• Crashes dropped significantly

HERE is the entire presentation .

SARPC staff have been working on statistics concerning how COVID-19 has affected travel patterns in the Mobile Urbanized area. For information on
these statistics and travel patterns please contact ajohnson@sarpc.org

ENVISION 2045 IS THE LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP)
The LRTP is multimodal in scope, and is based on public input, and a travel demand forecast model. In 2019, an online survey was
conducted with almost 150 respondents. Questions ranged from where is the worst congestion, what roads need improvements,
problems with the transit systems, etc. There were a lot of comments about the I-10 Mobile River Bridge and the potential for tolls. Prior
to the online survey, staff also conducted a South Alabama Freight Forum, which was an opportunity to hear from large manufacturers
and trucking companies, to find out what the top issues are concerning the movement of freight in South Alabama. The Bicycle /
Pedestrian plan was updated, and the public transit section was authored by the Wave Transit, less the Demand Response Transit Study.
The Climate Change element, or Extreme Event Planning, remained almost unchanged from Destination 2040 LRTP.
The LRTP Envision 2045 was adopted by the Mobile Metropolitan Planning Organization on April 22, 2020.
More information on the new plan can be found at https://www.envision2045.org/

FY 2020-2023 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP) NOW ONLINE
The TIP represents a four year program (2020-2023) for improvements in the various transportation systems located within the Mobile
study area as identified in the Mobile MPO’s Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), the twenty-five year plan for the Mobile Urban area.
The LRTP establishes the transportation programs that are needed to meet travel demand by the study year and study area. LRTP projects
that become funded are moved into the TIP and submitted to the Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT), where they are

programmed into the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). For MPO projects, TIP project selection is based on priorities
established by MPO member governments and the availability of funds through the Surface Transportation Attributable program. For
other projects, ALDOT has discretion of project funding based on availability of funds from various types of funding categories. Most
often, projects in the TIP are derived from the LRTP. The TIP guides ALDOT in its annual allocation of funds for transportation
improvements and becomes a part of the STIP.
ArcGIS Online is now being utilized by MPO staff to map all federally funded surface transportation projects within our area. Check it out
HERE.

Recent Scheduling Changes This Week for Mobile
None this week

South Alabama RPO Updates
The South Alabama Regional Planning Commission (SARPC) met in October using the GoToMeeting app. The agenda included:
•
•

Adoption of the minutes of the previous meeting (these will be sent out soon)
Review and adoption of the Fiscal Year 2021 Work Program (available for review online at:
http://mobilempo.org/RPO/RPO%20Documents/2021%20Documents/Draft%20FY%202021%20RPO%20Work%20Program.pdf

•

Review and adoption of the Fiscal Years 2020-2023 Human Services Coordinated Transportation Plan (available for review
online at:
http://mobilempo.org/Documents/Planning/FY2021/2020-2023%20HSCTP%20for%20SARPC.pdf

The RPO Transportation Plan Project List (available for review online at http://www.mobilempo.org/RPODocuments.html SARPC
Rural Planning Organization

Projects in Region Let March 26th, 2021
MOBILE COUNTY
• For constructing the Widening, Planing, Resurfacing, and Traffic Stripe on CR-33 (Dawes Road) from the junction of Scott Dairy
Loop Road South to the junction of D 'Iberville Drive West northwest of Theodore. Length 1.336 mi. The Bracket Estimate on this
project is from $1,199,352 to $1,465,875 .
•

For constructing the Planing, Resurfacing, and Traffic Stripe on I-10 through the Wallace Tunnel in Mobile. Length 0.887 mi. The Bracket
Estimate on this project is from $1,302,003 to $1,591,337 .

BALDWIN COUNTY
• For constructing the Additional Turn Lanes and Traffic Signal Upgrades on CR-44 at the intersection of SR-42 (US-98) in Fairhope.
Length 0.330 mi. The Bracket Estimate on this project is from $932,399 to $1,139,599 .
•

For constructing the Planing, Resurfacing, Steel Blockout Replacement, and Traffic Stripe on SR-3 (US-31) from a point south of the Bay Minette
City Limits (MP 17.489) to the junction of West Pine Street to include Intersection Improvements at SR-59. Length 3.569 mi. The Bracket
Estimate on this project is from $1,825,896 to $2,231,651 .

ESCAMBIA COUNTY
None at this time.

What’s Under Construction? Project Status

Legislative Updates
House Republicans Reverse Earmark Ban, Opening Door to Both Parties Using the Formerly Banned
Practice
House Republicans on Wednesday voted to reverse their conference-wide ban on earmarks, according to two sources familiar with the
vote, marking a change after the spending practice had been banned for a decade. The vote, which was conducted via secret ballot,
happened as Democrats are preparing to allow earmarks in upcoming spending and infrastructure legislation. Earmarks allow members to
directly indicate in a bill where they want specific amounts of money to go. While many members of the Republican Conference stood and
spoke in the meeting in opposition to overturning the ban, the GOP would be at a distinct disadvantage in negotiations over spending bills
in the future if they did not allow earmarks. The practice, known officially as "directed congressional spending," but more commonly known
as earmarks, was banned in 2011 during the rise of the Tea Party as it became associated with bloated, pork barrel spending that in some
cases went to for-profit corporations tied to wealthy donors.

Paying for infrastructure package may mean thinking outside the box, panelists say
BY LIZ CAREY | MARCH 26, 2021
In order to pay for President Joe Biden’s $3 trillion infrastructure package, Congress will have to look at new ways methods to raise capital,
including public-private partnerships and Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) fees, experts say.
As part of the Bipartisan Policy Center’s virtual event on “How to Pay for Infrastructure: Strategies for Addressing the $2 Trillion Funding
Gap,” panelists gave their thoughts on not only how to pay for infrastructure spending, but what the packages that will be passed might
look like.
Jane Garvey, former Administrator for the Federal Aviation Administration and current North American chairman for Meridiam, said
strategies for paying for infrastructure would need to include the private sector.
“I think one of the reasons that this conversation is going to be challenging is that we know that we need robust federal financing strategies,”
she said. “There are multiple strategies that can be brought to the table to be used. But I think it’s important to look at the programs that
work and to ask if there are ways we can change those programs in order to make them work better.”

Former U.S. Rep. Bill Shuster, a previous chairman of the U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, said that as the United
States moves forward, the country needs to think about different ways to address the funding issue.
“I think the most easily understandable thing is a one-time increase in the gas tax to make a transition to vehicle miles traveled. You have
to have some time to make the transfer over,” he said. “But I also think you need to tax bicycle tires, as more bicycle riders use the roads.
It really is an ‘if you use the system, you pay for the system’ approach.”
Shuster also recommended switching to a national infrastructure bank that would take funding away from the federal appropriations
process, and allow entities to borrow money from the bank that would be funded by taxes. Shuster also recommended the use of publicprivate partnerships (P3s).
Emeka Moneme, vice president of corporate strategy and innovation at Transurban, said using P3s as a funding model would not only allow
projects to get done more quickly and keep projects maintained longer, but would also allow projects to be funded through private financing
not accessible to public entities.
Most of the panelists agreed that moving to VMTs was one of the best options for ensuring a sustainable funding model. Patricia Hendren,
executive director of Eastern Transportation Coalition, said that group’s multiple pilot programs on VMTs found any VMT model would have
to take passenger vehicles and heavy use vehicles into mind when drafting policy. Users, she said, were generally accepting of VMTs.
“The concept of user pay, people get that. The challenge is that the public is not convinced that we have a problem. The roads look fine to
them, and they have the perception that the federal government already has a lot of money,” she said. “Secondly, we found that we can
frame that conversation effectively with users if we talk about it as why this affects your lives. People want to know how it is going to impact
them.”
Whatever policies the government adopts, said Scott Goldstein, policy director for Transportation for America, the important thing will be
explaining to voters what the tax is for. His organization, he said, has found that in communities where local leaders went to voters and told
them what was needed, how they were going to raise the money for it and held themselves accountable for it, voters were more likely to
accept those taxes.
“We find that when infrastructure revenues are for the general fund, they don’t get approved,” he said. “Our current system is 70 years
old. We should be thinking about whether or not this is the system we want to go forward with. At the federal level, instead of saying ‘We
don’t have enough money’… we should instead be saying ‘Here’s what we need to do, and here’s how we’re going to raise money, and this
is what we’re going to spend it on.’”
However the federal government chooses to pay for the package, getting it passed with be the hard part, Shuster and Garvey said. Both
said they felt the chances were high that some sort of infrastructure package would be passed by the end of the year.
Shuster said that what is in the package and how big it will be will depend on the process it is voted on in Congress.
“Congress and the administration are at a fork in the road,” he said. “The House will be able to pass whatever it wants to, but the Senate is
a different story… If they go through the budget reconciliation process, it limits (the Senate) on the policies they can ask for. If they go
through regular order, we’ll get a smaller package, but it will be broader – maybe including broadband and the electric grid. If they go the
other route, there are a lot of things that they won’t be able to get in there, but it will be a bigger package.”
Because of bipartisan support for infrastructure spending, Garvey said she felt Congress would pass something on the larger side.
“There’s enough common ground,” she said. “I think there’s enough common interest to where a comprehensive bill can be fashioned. And
I’d say it’ll be bigger rather than smaller. I think it can be transformational. The pandemic has given us a real opportunity to come together
on this.”

Sen. Cantwell identifies top transportation infrastructure priorities
BY LIZ CAREY | MARCH 26, 2021
U.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell (D-WA), chair of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, identified her priorities for
infrastructure during a hearing on surface transportation Wednesday – mega projects, freight infrastructure investments, and highway-rail
at-grade crossings.
“To me, three things are very clear,” Cantwell said. “One, Congress must provide funds to invest in mega projects that are important to our
nation and to regional economies. Second, we’ve already seen that freight and infrastructure programs have helped our economy be more
economically efficient, but more needs to be done. If we can ease the congestion on our roadways, and at rail crossings, and our ports, it
only helps our economy grow. And third, I believe we need to do more on helping at-grade crossings, particularly because of rail congestion.”
According to the ASCE, without investment into infrastructure, America will lose $10 trillion in GDP by 2039.
“We live in an ever-increasing global economy, where more than 95% of consumers live outside our borders. That means American workers
and businesses need world-class infrastructure to reach customers, and we need to be competitive,” Cantwell said. “Instead, the American
Society of Civil Engineers gives the United States infrastructure a rating of C-minus. So, we definitely need to improve that grade. Right now,
the United States only invests 0.7 percent of our GDP in transportation infrastructure. Other countries are investing up to eight times that
amount, and the United States needs to make more investments if we are to remain competitive.”
To highlight her point, Cantwell said in her home state of Washington, a train blocked the only access to the waterfront for three hours in
April 2016. When two emergency events happened on the other side of the train – a woman giving birth and a child who needed medical
attention – first responders had to crawl through the rail cars to render aid.
Additionally, Cantwell said the nation’s ports need attention to address congestion issues.
“We also need to help the serious congestion at our ports with containers. There are currently 26 ships anchored, idle, off the Port of L.A./
Long Beach because they are not able to get to port,” Chair Cantwell said. “When ships are unable to get to port, too often foreign-owned
carriers offload goods at American ports and then load up empty containers to go back to Asia, leaving U.S. exports behind. A recent
investigation found between July and December of 2020, carriers rejected at least 1.3 billion in U.S. agricultural exports.”

More than 45,000 bridges rated in poor condition, but President Joe Biden's infrastructure plan may
hit snag
Ledyard King USA TODAY March 22, 2021
WASHINGTON – More than 45,000 bridges rated in poor condition. Hundreds of water mains breaking every day. Traffic congestion that,
before the pandemic, was adding 54 hours to the average commute.
Not many issues unite Democrats and Republicans on Capitol Hill like crumbling roads, airports and transit systems back home – and the
Biden administration is hoping an effort to modernize America’s neglected infrastructure might fuel a rare moment of bipartisanship.
With Congress' recent passage of the COVID-19 stimulus bill known as the American Rescue Plan, President Joe Biden met with Republican
and Democratic lawmakers in recent weeks to discuss how to move forward on an infrastructure plan. He's expected to unveil his
infrastructure proposal in the coming weeks.
See for yourself:How many bad bridges are in your state?
Transportation bills are generally multiyear plans affecting Americans' commute to work, vacation travel and bicycle and hiking trails among
other priorities. And while Biden's proposal also would affect the day-to-day routines of those who drive, fly and take the train, it's expected

to be much more far-reaching than previous bills by touching on other policy areas such as climate change, economic justice and the digital
divide.

Bills would limit cities’ gas tax spending
MARCH 24, 2021 By Mary Sell, Alabama Daily News
Legislation in the State House would prevent local municipalities and counties from spending local gas tax revenue on anything other than
roads and bridges.
Alabama law says revenue from gasoline and other motor fuel taxes levied by the state can only be used for infrastructure and similar uses,
but there are no such restrictions on the local gas taxes collected by hundreds of governments.
House Bill 556 by Rep. Chris Sells, R-Greenville, and Senate Bill 281 by Sen. Shay Shelnutt, R-Trussville, says that all taxes on motor fuels,
“whether called an excise tax, license tax, or otherwise, levied by a municipality or county or by local law may be used only for road and
bridge construction and maintenance.”
Shelnutt’s version of the bill has been approved in the Government Affairs Committee and awaits a Senate vote. He did not return a call
requesting comment on the bill.
The Petroleum and Convenience Marketers of Alabama is behind the bills. The group’s members own more than 4,000 gas stations and
convenience stores in Alabama.
President J. Bart Fletcher said should the legislation pass, it would be municipalities most affected because they can pass local gas taxes on
their own. Counties cannot and most go through the Legislature.
Fletcher said the bills are results from conversations that started in 2019 when the state was considering a 10-cent per gallon tax increase.
Local communities were in favor of it because they would get a portion of the new revenue, “indicating they needed additional revenue,”
Fletcher said.
“What we found is that in an overwhelming percentage of the cases, the local motor fuel tax at city, or municipal level, the funds from the
local motor fuels tax are being used for things other than roads and bridges,” he said.
“… We just really feel like the motor fuels tax is a user fee. It was designed to be to be collected and the funds used for the maintenance of
roads and bridges and various other things. For cities to divert motor fuels taxes to other things, and then come to the Legislature and ask
for an increase in the statewide tax because they don’t have enough money to do their road work kind of seems a little backward to us.”
Sells said he understands the intention of wanting gas tax revenue spent on roads. He filed his bill last week and said he hasn’t gotten much
response to it yet.
If the legislation becomes law, municipalities could only use local gasoline tax revenue for purposes other than roads and bridges if local
voters approve the designated use.
Municipalities could continue to use local gas tax revenue for non-road uses for up to five years after the law is enacted.
Nearly 300 municipalities and 28 counties have their own local gas taxes, according to the Alabama Department of Revenue. Many of them
are 1 cent. The largest is 9 cents per gallon in Eufaula, where a tax increase last year was pledged to fixing roads, according to local media
reports.
The Alabama League of Municipalities is opposed to the bills. Executive Director Greg Cochran said cities’ ability to tax motor fuel at the
local level comes from their business license authority and it’s not an excise tax like the county or state imposes.
“We understand why the county and the state limit the use of those funds to road and bridge construction and maintenance,” Cochran
said. “But for us with business licenses, we would prefer the Legislature not get into earmarking how our business license monies should
be utilized in a community. Leave that up to the local officials.”
Cochran said municipalities have a per-gallon tax on motor fuels, others may have a flat fee on the number of pumps a gas station has.
Another option is a tax on gross receipts from a convenience store, including gas sales.
Cochran said it’s not uncommon for municipalities to use the gas tax revenue to pay for a bond or other non-road expense.
“In their eyes, it’s another data point for collecting the business licenses,” he said.
Fletcher said varying gas taxes between municipalities can create a “competitive imbalance” across city lines for gas station operators.
“If we can require that any new local option taxes are used for what we think are their intended purposes for roads and bridges, then
perhaps you at least slow down the desire of municipalities to use the motor fuels taxes for a source of revenue outside of roads and
bridges,” he said.

Funding Opportunities
ALDOT FY-2022 SECTION 5310 NOTICE OF FUNDING AVAILABILITY
This is for the Rural Areas of Baldwin, Escambia, and Mobile Counties and
the Eastern Shore MPO Urban Area
ALDOT extending the deadline for submission of the FY 2022 5310 application
The Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT), Local Transportation Bureau, is now accepting Applications for funding consideration
through the Section 5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities Program. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
provides funding for transit services that assist the state’s population of seniors and individuals with disabilities.
The following organizations are eligible to submit an application for the Section 5310 program:
1. Nonprofit organizations
2. Public bodies/Governmental Authorities that certify to the Governor that no nonprofit
corporations or associations are readily available in the proposed area to provide the
service
3. Public bodies/Governmental agencies approved by ALDOT to coordinate transit services
for seniors and individuals with disabilities
Federal funds administered through ALDOT are only extended to agencies providing transit services in the small urban and rural areas of
the State.

Available federal capital funds for the Section 5310 program are approximately $ 1,162,225 for small urban areas and $ 1,638,050 for rural
areas. A local match of 20% is required.
The application package provides specific information on eligible activities and match. The Section 5310 application and the current State
Management Plan can be found at: https://www.dot.state.al.us/ltweb/transit/index.html.
Applications are evaluated based on the following criteria: financial and management capability; need for service; utilization of requested
service; proposed service characteristics; and service coordination. Projects funded through the Section 5310 Program must be derived
from a locally developed, coordinated transit-human services transportation plan (“coordinated plan”).
Completed grant applications must be submitted to the designated Regional Planning Council (Council of Governments) in the respective geographic
area of the state in which Section 5310 transportation services are proposed. Each Regional Planning Council must review grant applications to ensure
compliance with federal coordination requirements prior to submitting applications they endorse to ALDOT. Only those grant applications formally
submitted to the Regional Planning Councils for review will be considered for ALDOT funding.
The deadline for submitting applications to the Regional Planning Councils (Councils of Governments) is 5:00 P.M. on April 23rd, 2021. Councils of
Governments who either apply directly for funding or who apply for funding on behalf of other entities/organizations must submit applications directly
to ALDOT no later than 5:00 p.m. on April 30th, 2021. Applications received late will be returned.

All applications will be reviewed, evaluated, prioritized, and approved by ALDOT before ALDOT develops and submits a consolidated ALDOT
grant application to the FTA Region IV office for funding consideration.
If you have questions or comments concerning the grant application, or if information is needed in another language or alternative format,
contact Kasey Rogers, ALDOT, Local Transportation Bureau, 1409 Coliseum Boulevard, Montgomery, AL 36110; (334) 242-6764.
ALDOT does not discriminate against any individual because of race, color, or national origin.

STATE TAP
FY 2022 Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside Program Call for Applications (TAP)(Deadline May 28,2021)
The Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) is soliciting applications for the Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside Program (TAP) for FY 2022
Info is on the ALDOT website.... https://www.dot.state.al.us/ltweb/administration/memorandums.html
The only significant change in this year’s program is that applications must be submitted electronically. As noted in the Application and Guidelines….
“ All applications must be submitted electronically no later than 5:00 pm on May 28, 2021. Applications should be sent to
tapapp@dot.state.al.us as a .pdf file (25 mb max) with “FY 2022 TAP Application – Sponsor Name” in the subject line.
As stated last year, a sponsor with an active TAP project will not be eligible to receive a new TAP project until the existing project is authorized and let
to contract. We hope this will do several things:
1. Encourage sponsors to complete projects in a timely manner;
2. Encourage sponsors to actually cancel projects that have major issues and will probably never get built;
3. Eliminate sponsors from transferring funds from one TAP project to another.

MPO TAP
Mobile Urbanized AREA FY 2022 Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) Announcement and
Documents deadline noon, Friday, May 14th, 2021
Announcement
Instructions and Guidelines
Application
Ranking Process
For information regarding the FY 2022 Mobile Urbanized Area Call For Projects please contact:
Mr. Tom Piper
tpiper@sarpc.org
(251)706-4622

ELIGIBLE ITEMS

▪

Streetscape Improvements are eligible and should include items such as sidewalk replacement, landscaping, pedestrian
lighting, etc. These enhancements must be located in the downtown area (central business district in front of store
fronts). This is the only instance where replacement of deteriorated sidewalks is an eligible item.

▪

Curb Cut -to achieve ADA compliance.

▪

Lighting when it is decorative landscape or pedestrian lighting. Lighting is limited to 30%of the project cost. ·

▪

Landscaping as included in a streetscape project.

▪

Signs if there is a direct relationship
destination/distance/direction signs.

▪

Fencing for safety purposes only.

▪

Paving is approved on a case-by-case basis for repair of a street that may have been unavoidably damaged in the course
of the enhancement project.

to

the

project:

Examples

include

historic

interpretation

or

▪

Historic streets may be restored or preserved.

▪

Drainage is approved on a case-by-case basis where it is required for construction of the project. Drainage is limited to
a small percentage of the overall project.

▪

Project Oversight- Construction engineering and inspection: Examples include: certified concrete, architectural,
landscaping, and construction inspection, etc. Oversight is limited to 15% of the project cost. If the sponsor chooses to
hire a consultant for project oversight, they must follow ALDOT's latest consultant selection procedures.

New CDBG GRANT Program
To Address COVID-19 Impacts (currently no deadline)
The Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs (ADECA) is in the process of developing a special Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) grant program to address COVID-19 impacts.
DETAILS: Currently, no application deadline, grant ceilings or other program details have been finalized.
MORE DETAILS WILL BE PROVIDED AT A LATER DATE; however, please download the guide below to get started and identify potential
partners as needed.
CLICK HERE to download the Quick Guide to CDBG Eligible Activities to Support Infectious Disease Response that will assist applicants to
begin thinking about possible project needs.
Please note that applications to the CDBG program must be in the name of a local government as the applicant/grantee.
Partnerships and agreements with other agencies/entities, etc. can be developed as necessary. CDBG projects must also benefit primarily
low and moderate-income people and this requirement will likely remain for the new funds.
RESOURCES/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
The Department has technical assistance providers that may be available to assist grantees in their implementation of CDBG Funds for
activities to prevent or respond to the spread of infectious disease.
Please contact your local CPD Field Office Director to request technical assistance from HUD staff or a TA provider.
Submit your questions to:
CPDQuestionsAnswered@hud.gov
COVID-19 (“Coronavirus”) Information and Resources: https://www.hud.gov/coronavirus
CPD Program Guidance and Training: https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/
EDA CARES ACT RECOVERY ASSISTANCE (currently no deadline)
OVERVIEW
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, signed into law by President Donald J. Trump on March 27, 2020, provides
the Economic Development Administration (EDA) with $1.5 billion for economic development assistance programs to help communities
prevent, prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
EDA CARES Act Recovery Assistance, which is being administered under the authority of the bureau’s flexible Economic Adjustment
Assistance (EAA) (PDF) program, provides a wide-range of financial assistance to communities and regions as they respond to and recover
from the impacts of the pandemic.

Opportunity Zones
EDA's Opportunity Zone Web Page
EDA now has an EDA Opportunity Zone Web page for economic development stakeholders and others to use as a resource to further
help foster job creation and attract private investment to support development in economically distressed areas across the United States.
Section 5307, 5310, and 5311: Using Non-DOT Funds for Local Match
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Administration for Community Living (ACL) has worked with the National Aging
and Disability Transportation Center to clarify the ability of grantees to use Older Americans Act Title IIIB Supportive Services Funds to
match Federal Transit Administration (FTA) programs. These FTA programs include Urbanized Area Formula Grants (Section 5307),
Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and People with Disabilities (Section 5310), and Formula Grants for Rural Areas (Section 5311). This
information has been publicized HERE
To stay up to date on all of the many grants that are available visit www.grants.gov.

Just For Fun (THIS IS SATIRE, AND JUST FOR FUN)
Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg Learning About Problems
Facing Rail Infrastructure By Spending Week Living As Train
March 26, 2021

WASHINGTON—In an attempt to assess the problem from the ground up, transportation secretary Pete Buttigieg told reporters Friday he
was learning about the challenges facing the nation’s outdated rail infrastructure by living as a train for a week. “ I’ve spent seven days as
a cross-country passenger train, transporting thousands of Americans under my own power so I can better understand the plight of our
great railways,” said Buttigieg, who demurred when asked whether President Biden, a well-known Amtrak enthusiast, would be hopping
aboard his new Cabinet member for a round-trip express ride from D.C. to Wilmington, DE. “I intend to complete a multiday route between
New York and Los Angeles, and while I know it will be tough to hit all the stops on time, I can’t think of a better way to get acquainted with
America’s proud but neglected rolling stock, or meet its aging, dilapidated tracks. And when I roll through your town, feel free to climb into
my café car, grab a cup of coffee, and share any concerns you have about rail travel.” At press time, reports confirmed the former South
Bend, IN mayor had derailed at 80 mph, leaving 27 passengers gravely injured.

In the News
Alabama Leaders Pitch Trucks-Only Toll Bridge
Plan Draws Opposition from Industry

Bayway by pelicankate/Getty Images
[Stay on top of transportation news: Get TTNews in your inbox.]
Leaders in the Mobile, Ala., area have proposed plans for a new toll bridge project that will be exclusive to large trucks.
Representatives of government agencies and planning groups gathered March 22 to present their plan meant to reduce congestion. Leaders from the
Eastern Shore and Mobile Metropolitan Planning Organizations were among the speakers.
With the current traffic pattern, vehicles cross the Mobile River using the George Wallace Tunnel and the Mobile Bay using a pair of concrete viaducts
called the “Bayway.” They carry Interstate 10. The Wallace Tunnel is less than 1 mile long. The Bayway is about 7.5 miles long.

Traffic crawls through the George Wallace Tunnel on Interstate 10 beneath the Mobile River in Mobile, Ala. (Associated Press/Jay Reeves)
The proposed project would involve the construction of a four-lane bridge over the Mobile River dedicated solely to large trucks. All trucks longer than
46 feet would be required to use this bridge and pay a fee. Additionally, the existing Bayway would be restriped and converted from two lanes to three in
each direction. No toll would be levied on cars.
Members of the trucking industry expressed opposition to this proposal. American Trucking Associations Vice President of Highway Policy Darrin Roth
said everyone who benefits from a project should play a role in helping to pay for it.
“We’re opposed in general to tolls on existing interstates,” Roth told Transport Topics. “We’re even more concerned when the toll is imposed only on
trucks. We don’t think that’s fair.”
The proposed projects aim to take large trucks out of the Wallace Tunnel, a move projected to decrease average passenger car delays by about 60-90
minutes during peak times. Overall traffic flow on the Bayway is expected to increase under this proposed project.
John Lynch, senior vice president of federation relations and industry affairs for ATA, said the majority of congestion on this stretch of route comes from
holiday weekend travelers rather than truckers.
“The devil’s in the details, and they didn’t provide really any details,” Lynch told TT. “The problem is really a lack of political will to tackle this issue.
They’re going to look to try to put it on the interstate trucking industry, but in so doing they’re going to really penalize people around Mobile, especially
those who own smaller trucking companies who are going to be stuck taking that bridge on a daily basis.”
Kevin Harrison, director of transportation planning at the South Alabama Regional Planning Commission, said part of the problem with congestion on
this route is traffic coming from Florida, Texas and Louisiana. He said weekend traffic has slowed to a crawl this time of year due to spring break visitors.
The Mobile Metropolitan Planning Organization is a program of the South Alabama Regional Planning Commission.

Infrastructure Stories
“It’s at capacity failure right now,” Harrison told TT. “There’s an incredible need for additional capacity. I imagine an 18-wheeler truck longhauling
would rather pay a small toll to get through ultimately about 10 miles instead of crawling through traffic. The cost of trucks sitting in traffic would be a
lot greater than the truck-only toll across Mobile Bay and across Mobile River.”
The proposed truck bridge project will need to advance through a series of approvals before it proceeds. Lynch identified the influence of Rhode Island’s
trucks-only tolls on this proposed project. ATA has been engaged in a legal battle over Rhode Island’s trucks-only tolling system, which the group has
argued discriminates against interstate commerce. The trucks-only tolling system is part of former Gov. Gina Raimondo’s RhodeWorks program.
“The basic premise of truck-only tolls, I think, is born out of what we saw in Rhode Island,” Lynch said. “That’s where the idea kind of really took hold
and others, like Alabama, have kind of seized on that and are looking at it as a way to pay for infrastructure and not put a tax on their own people.”
Roth and Lynch said they are anxious to see a more specific analysis regarding traffic reduction figures for this proposed project. Roth said ATA will look
at legal avenues if it has to and hopes that “cooler heads will prevail.”
“We’re going to be watching extremely closely and anxiously awaiting to see the details,” Lynch said.

Amtrak goes to federal board for approval, while Mobile councilors argue against it
Posted by Dale Liesch | Mar 24, 2021
One Mobile city councilman has declared the project all but kaput, but Amtrak continues rising from the dead and will now ask the U.S.
Surface Transportation Board (STB) to require two freight rail companies to allow access for two daily passenger trains to run between New
Orleans and Mobile, starting in 2022.
Under STB procedures CSX and Norfolk Southern Railway would be required to provide Amtrak with access to the tracks or prove to the
public why they can’t successfully host them, according to an Amtrak statement released Tuesday afternoon.
Amtrak has a legal right to use the route and claims it has up to $66 million for targeted improvements. The potential investments have
been approved by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and others, according to the statement.
Amtrak has asked for expedited consideration in the filing to allow for round trips to begin on or about Jan. 1, 2022.
“Amtrak has a right to use these railroads’ tracks but, unfortunately, we have been unable to reach agreement after years of effort just to
operate two short and quick round trip Amtrak trains,” Dennis Newman, Amtrak’s executive vice president for planning and asset
development, said in the statement. “It is time for the STB to step in to protect Amtrak’s rights to use freight railroad tracks to support
service across America.”
Knox Ross, a Southern Rail commissioner from Mississippi, said in a statement a 2017 study indicated the need for about $66 million in
infrastructure improvements to allow passenger rail back on the freight tracks. Amtrak and the SRC have that funding available.
“Congress directed the FRA to lead an analysis to determine everything it would take to return service, and the SRC worked with the FRA
to deliver that report in 2017, which identified $66 million in infrastructure needs. We have that funding now secured and we are ready to
move forward,” Ross said in the statement. “Our local communities are frustrated by all the years of studying and waiting, and we are
hoping this public and transparent process will resolve all outstanding issues so that service can begin soon.”
Transportation for America Chairman John Robert Smith said in a statement the STB ruling is the only way at this point passenger service
will be able to come back to the Gulf Coast region.
“Although Congress gave Amtrak the right to operate passenger trains over all freight rights of way, many freight railroads have simply said
‘no’ to proposed passenger service. Amtrak’s only hope for resolution laid at the STB,” he said in the statement. “Slow STB decisions — due

to limited capacity — benefit those standing in the way of passenger rail in the long term and end up discouraging many areas from even
considering passenger rail as a solution to mobility needs. We are happy to see the STB take steps to address this problem and hope to see
more and more reliable passenger rail as a result.”
Before Hurricane Katrina, Amtrak served the Gulf Coast region via three different services, two of which successfully ran daily between the
same city pairs as the proposed Gulf Coast service, along with the tri-weekly Sunset Limited (Trains 1 & 2). The Sunset Limited was
suspended between New Orleans and Florida when Katrina washed away much of the CSX railroad in 2005. Residents of the Gulf states, as
well as local, state and federal officials, requested the return of Amtrak passenger service to the region ever since CSX rebuilt the railroad
in 2006.
Usage of the route by CSX and Norfolk Southern Railway is far from its capacity. Under the planned schedule, each morning and each
afternoon an Amtrak train would depart from both Mobile and New Orleans, passing each other in Mississippi, where almost $45 million in
improvements are proposed and funded. Amtrak operations in Mobile would be scheduled with approximately 12 hours between the two
departures and 10 hours between the two arrivals.
It remains unclear how this decision will impact a previous Mobile City Council decision to fund all of the roughly $3 million for a statewide
match for the operation of the train. Gov. Kay Ivey has previously said she was against spending the money, but last year the council voted
to provide the funds. However, more recently, some councilors have voiced concerns about the incomplete modeling study, which Amtrak
appears to be abandoning. The funding was initially approved based on the outcome of the study, which now won’t be completed.
For Councilman Joel Daves, Amtrak and the SRC have not lived up to their end of the agreement, which means it’s voided in his eyes.
“The only commitment we’ve made was contingent on two items: mitigation of the impacts and the modeling study,” he said. “As far as
I’m concerned it’s dead. I find it absolutely incredible that Amtrak would not complete the impact study.”
Councilman John Williams agreed with Daves, calling the issue with the study “plain and simple.” However, he seemed to be a bit more
pliable than his colleague.
“[Stimpson] would have to recommend we change it,” Williams said of the funding contingency.
Without Stimpson’s approval, Williams said, he would be one of at least three votes to kill the funding. The council would need five
affirmative votes to approve a change.
“I just want people to do what they say they’re going to do,” Williams said.
Stimpson’s office declined to comment when asked about his position on passenger rail, citing a need for more information. Stimpson has
previously pushed for Amtrak’s return, but has seemed to balk a bit when it was announced the modeling study wouldn’t be completed.
When asked by Councilman Fred Richardson about his support for passenger service at the Mobile City Council meeting on Tuesday, March
23, Stimpson said he would wait for the freight carriers and Amtrak to sort out their differences. Richardson asked councilors to join him in
support of Amtrak’s position. Richardson said the freight rail issue did not concern the council or its business.
Councilman Joel Daves pushed back on Richardson’s request saying he would not support Richardson’s resolution. Daves called the freight
rail and the port the No. 1 driver of the local economy.
Councilman John Williams interrupted Richardson and said he was out of order, saying the issue of Amtrak was not on the agenda.
Both CSX and Norfolk Southern Railway and have previously stated they favor Amtrak returning to the study, but each company gave a
limited comment now, saying the STB case was considered “litigation.”
CSX spokesperson Cindy Schild put the blame for the incomplete study on Amtrak.
“Amtrak elected to abandon the long-standing practice of completing an impact study when the introduction of new passenger service is
proposed,” she said in an email. “Now that this matter is before the Surface Transportation Board, CSX has no further comment.”
Norfolk Southern called the move to STB “litigation” and declined to provide a new comment.

Mobile mayoral politics surface over support for
Amtrak
Updated Mar 24, 2021; Posted Mar 23, 2021
By John Sharp | jsharp@al.com

Mobile mayoral politics could be surfacing in the ongoing debate over the fate of passenger rail service to downtown
Mobile.
During Tuesday’s city council meeting, Councilman Fred Richardson asked Mobile Mayor Sandy Stimpson if he was going
to release a letter or statement of support for Amtrak’s return to the Gulf Coast. Richardson is running against Stimpson
during the August 24 mayoral election. Also running is Karlos Finley, a longtime Mobile attorney and municipal court judge.
Stimpson, in response to Richardson, said he was taking a wait-and-see approach before issuing a statement. Other
mayors along the Gulf Coast line have released supportive statements of Amtrak’s decision to file a petition with the U.S.
Surface Transportation Board seeking the return of passenger rail between New Orleans and Mobile.
Amtrak wants to start the service on or about Jan. 1, 2022, and is asking the STB for “expedited consideration.” The route
would connect Mobile to New Orleans with two daily trips. Each trip will include four stops in Mississippi – Pascagoula,
Biloxi, Gulfport and Bay St. Louis.
“At this time, there is a controversy between Amtrak and the freight carriers,” said Stimpson. “I don’t want the city of Mobi le
pulled into that fight until (the STB) determines what the pathway forward is. Once that is determined, the city council and
mayor will be in a position to make a prudent decision.”
Richardson then requested the city council to write a letter or statement in support of Amtrak’s return, sparking debate with
some of his colleagues.
“Amtrak is bringing passenger service to the city of Mobile that can increase our tourism and provide additional revenue to
us,” said Richardson. “The freight people have to work their own things out. That is not our problem.”
Councilman Joel Daves, who has long raised concerns about how Amtrak trains could disrupt business activity at the
Alabama State Port Authority, said it “is absolutely our problem” when the Port of Mobile “is the single largest driver of our
economy.”
Continue HERE

‘10% of traffic count, 100% of cost’: Truckers fret
over Alabama toll plan for I-10
Updated 7:25 AM; Today 7:25 AM

By John Sharp | jsharp@al.com

About 10% of the daily traffic through the Wallace Tunnel in Mobile is truck traffic, according to data recorded in 2017, the latest
available. And that figure is front and center for the trucking industry as it considers the prospect of a new truck -only toll bridge in
Mobile.
“They are asking questions like, ‘If we are 5-10% of the traffic count, is it fair to bear the 100% of the cost?’” said Mark Colson,
president & CEO with the Alabama Trucking Association, who added that more information and details are an “imperat ive” for the
project.
An Alabama transportation official agrees that the most recent truck data for Interstate 10 is outdated, and said that furthe r studies
would commence if local politicians in Mobile and Baldwin counties support the bridge concept.
The $725 million project was unveiled on Monday and calls for a $10 to $15 toll on large semi-tractor trailers as its financing
cornerstone.
The new bridge would take big trucks out of the Wallace Tunnel, leaving it for cars and smaller trucks only.
According to the 2017 figures for Wallace Tunnel traffic, truck volume is about 8,500 per day. “Those numbers have likely g one up
with growth at the State Docks and increased shipping in general,” said Tony Harris, spokesman with the Alabama Department of
Transportation.
He said ALDOT will conduct “some very detailed analysis on truck volumes” so long as the Metropolitan Plann ing Organizations in
Mobile and on the Eastern Shore get on board with the truck bridge. Those decisions are expected to occur within the next six
months, if not sooner.
“We believe the concept has potential, but ultimately, it’s the continued support of local leaders and residents that will determine
the path forward,” Harris said.
‘It’s not fair’
The plan has been met with concern from Mobile-based trucking companies, which worry about a spike in costs on their end.
“It’s kind of unfair,” said T.J. Preyer, a manager with Heartsdale Trucking, a minority-owned firm based on the Cochrane Causeway
near Austal USA. “It will impact our business depending on how much it is. We have loads going daily, as many as 12 per day t o
Pensacola. So it’s an every day thing for us to go across (the I-10 Bayway).”
The 7-year-old trucking firm also has a warehouse in Loxley, and provides deliveries to locations in Spanish Fort and Daphne.
“If we have to pay tolls, we have to pass that cost along,” said Preyer. “In all honesty, I hope the bridge comes to fruition. But I hope
they come up with a different system in regard to tolls. If it’s just for truck drivers, it’s not fair.”
Ralph Amos, vice president of Southern Intermodal Xpress LLC, said it’s simply “too early to tell” what the full impact of a truck-only
toll bridge might be. But “at first glance,” he’s concerned about firms having to shoulder yet another fee.
Continue HERE

Transportation Research
Fact Sheet: U.S. Department of Transportation Details the American Rescue Plan’s Benefits
for Transportation
The U.S. Department of Transportation highlights the transportation elements of the historic American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARP),
which will provide immediate relief for American workers, help communities that are struggling in the wake of COVID-19, and ensure that
our transportation system keeps running. ARP includes a total of $43.2 billion in resources for the Department to continue its response to
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. ARP contains relief funding for surface transportation in two main categories: Transit and Amtrak. For
transit, ARP contains $30.5 billion to assist with operating costs, including payroll and PPE expenses. This includes dedicated funds to
support rural transit agencies, transit service for the elderly and individuals with disabilities, and transit on Tribal lands. For Amtrak, ARP
contains $1.7 billion to recall employees furloughed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, restore daily long-distance service, and help states
cover lost revenue in state-supported routes. For further details click HERE.

NADO to Offer Three-part Webinar Series on Federal Grants Management
Posted on: March 17th, 2021 by NADO Admin
NADO to Offer Three Federal Grants Management Webinars Beginning in March; EDA to Participate in the Indirect Cost Fundamentals
for Non-financial RDO Staff Webinar
Federal grants management expert, Bob Lloyd, will be featured during three upcoming NADO webinars that will focus on distinct aspects
of federal grants management. The first webinar, Indirect Cost Fundamentals for Program Directors and Other Non-financial Regional
Development Organization Staff, will distill the requirements for recovery of indirect costs contained in federal regulations and
demonstrate in easy-to-grasp terms how a resulting indirect cost rate is obtained and used while planning and executing your federally
grant-funded projects and programs. Bernadette Grafton, Program Analyst, Performance and National Programs, U.S. Economic
Development Administration (EDA), will join Bob and talk about EDA’s approach to Indirect Cost. This webinar is scheduled
for Wednesday March 24 from 2:00-3:30 p.m. ET.
The second webinar in the series will be held on Wednesday March 31 from 1:30-3:30 p.m. ET. Playing Well with Others: Effective
Collaboration in all Directions will encourage and support examination of your Regional Development Organization’s existing “vertical and
lateral” relationships and will identify federal policies that can be used to fashion sensible and effective alternatives.
The third webinar in the series, Purchasing with Federal Grant Funds: Proper Procedures and Allowable Costs, will explain the purchasing
methods that are acceptable when spending federal grant funds and will demonstrate how to justify and document the costs of the most
common goods and services you buy to support your awards. This webinar will be held on Wednesday April 7, 2021 from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
ET.
All webinars will be recorded and made available to all registrants. The discounted rate for NADO members is $50 per webinar; the
registration fee for non-members is $125. Registration is separate for each webinar and registration links are below.
▪
▪

Indirect Cost Fundamentals for Program Directors and Other Non-financial RDO Staff, March 24, 2021 from 2:00-3:30 p.m.
ET: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4739178103277893390

▪
▪
▪
▪

Playing Well with Others: Effective Collaboration in all Directions, March 31, 2021 from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
ET: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7324834727132730638
Purchasing with Federal Grant Funds: Proper Procedures and Allowable Costs, April 7, 2021 from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
ET: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1377603820283067662

If you are a NADO member, please be sure to use the NADO member discount code when registering. The discount code is provided on
the registration form. After registering for each webinar, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the
webinar.
If you prefer to pay by check, please reach out to Krystal De Leon, Database and Grants Manager, at kdeleon@nado.org.

URBAN AREA and MSA CRITERIA PROPOSED CHANGE
On February 19, 2021, the U.S. Census Bureau published a Federal Register notice that provided the Bureau’s proposed criteria for defining
urban areas based on the results of the 2020 Decennial Census. The U.S. Census Bureau is requesting public comment on the proposed
criteria with written comments to be submitted on or before May 20, 2021. After the public comment period has closed, the U.S. Census
Bureau will publish another Federal Register notice to provide the final criteria for defining urban areas.
The Federal Register notice for MSA change is available HERE. Urban AREA HERE It provides a description of the changes from the final
criteria used for the 2010 Census, including:
* Adoption of a housing unit density threshold for qualification of census blocks,
* Qualify urban areas based on a minimum threshold of 4,000 housing units or 10,000 persons instead of a minimum threshold of 2,500
persons,
* Cease distinguishing different types of urban areas,
* Maximum distances of jumps,
* No longer include the low density hop or jump “corridor” in the urban area,
* No longer include low-density territory located within indentations formed during the urban area delineation process, and
* Splitting of large agglomerations of densely settled territory.

FHWA to host series of Value Capture Strategies webinars
FHWA is hosting a series of Value Capture Strategies webinars beginning in March, 2021. The webinar series will detail the Value Capture
techniques promoted in the Federal Highway Administration’s Every Day Counts initiative. This year’s series focuses on the intersection of
Innovative Finance and Innovative Project Delivery Tools. These webinars will detail more Value Capture best practices collected from
throughout the nation. They will also highlight FHWA’s recently completed Value Capture Primer series of technical documents.
Value Capture is a set of powerful techniques that recover a portion of land value created by public infrastructure investments, and can:
• Address funding gaps;
• leverage and optimize Federal and State resources;
• accelerate project delivery;
• meet and improve system performance goals;
• maintain transportation infrastructure assets in good repair; and,
• save time and money.
The program features subject matter experts and peers who successfully utilized Value Capture in tandem with innovative finance and
project delivery techniques to advance new and modernized infrastructure projects. Registration is free but is limited. Certificates of
Completion and Confirmation of Attendance are available! Register now!
TARGET AUDIENCE
This webinar is intended for professionals from States, cities, counties, Tribes, and metropolitan and rural transportation agencies looking for
innovative funding and financial strategies to pay for transportation projects. This would include professionals involved with directing and
managing aspects of highway-related programs and projects, such as planning, environment, project development, design, construction,
operations, maintenance, and finance.
For additional information, please contact:
Thay Bishop, FHWA Center Innovative Finance Support, 770-650-5894, thay.bishop@dot.gov
Stefan Natzke, FHWA National Systems and Economic Development, 202-366-5010, Stefan.Natzke@dot.gov

OMB introduces proposed changes to MSA Criteria
Changes in MSA Designations: Potential Impact on Alabama Regions
Background
The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Census Bureau each use different methods to provide federal statistics and data
on population density across the United States. The Census Bureau focuses on creating an urban versus rural distinction based on population
density and distance from a “core” dense populated area, while the OMB groups highly-integrated areas into metropolitan versus nonmetropolitan categories that can potentially encompass both urban and rural lands. The OMB ultimately uses the Census Bureau’s urban
classification system to determine micropolitan and metropolitan statistical areas.
The general concept of a metropolitan statistical area (MSA) is that of an area containing a large population nucleus and adjacent communities
that have a high degree of integration with that nucleus. Currently, an MSA consists of one or more counties that contain a city of 50,000 or
more inhabitants, a standard which has been in place since 1950. Counties that contain the principal concentration of population are
components of the MSA, while additional counties can qualify to be included in the area by meeting both a specified level of commuting to
the main counties and other urban population statistics.

Proposed Changes
The OMB periodically reviews the standards used to make MSA determinations, and recommends changes when the review committee
believes standards are outdated. In early 2021, the committee recommended the following change in regard to MSA designations:
(1) The minimum urban area population to qualify a metropolitan statistical area should be increased from 50,000 to 100,000.
If this change is adopted, it could mean that seven areas in Alabama currently designated as MSAs would lose that standing. Anniston-Oxford,
Auburn-Opelika, Daphne-Fairhope-Foley, Decatur, Dothan, Florence-Muscle Shoals, and Gadsden all have populations between 50,000 and
100,000, meaning they would fall short of the new threshold for MSA status. The same is true for 137 other cities across the United States,
many of which are voicing opposition to the proposed change.
What all would be affected by a loss of MSA status remains unclear for most cities. The OMB overtly states that it “does not take into
account or attempt to anticipate any public or private sector nonstatistical uses” that come from its designations, and that MSAs “are not
designed to serve as a general-purpose geographic framework applicable for nonstatistical activities or for use in program funding
formulas.”
However, the Census Bureau included in its proposed changes a recognition that “some federal and state agencies use the Census Bureau's
urban area classification for nonstatistical uses such as allocating program funds, setting program standards, and implementing aspects of
their programs,” and warned that those agencies “should be aware that the changes to the urban area criteria also might affect the
implementation of their programs.” In short, funding could be on the line.
Funding Impacts
Some communities at risk of losing their MSA designation are concerned that they will lose opportunities to obtain federal funding.
Communities currently designated as an MSA are not the only ones that could be impacted by the proposed changes. Some rural areas are
also concerned that with more micropolitan areas there will be increased competition for federal funding that is designated for rural areas.
Several federal funding and grant provisions that take MSA status into account for allocations include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing Opportunities for Persons with Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (42 USCS § 12903)
Rural Emergency Medical Service Training and Equipment Assistance Program (42 USCS § 254c-15)
Rural Housing Stability Grant Program (42 USCS § 11408)
Urban Development Action Grants (42 USCS § 5318)
Assistance with Respect to Housing for Low and Moderate Income Families (12 USCS § 1701x)
Grants to Improve the Commercial Value of Forest Biomass for Electric Energy, Useful Heat, Transportation Fuels, and other
Commercial Purposes (42 USCS § 15855)
Other federal policies and regulations that consider MSA designations include:
• Hazardous Air Pollutants (42 USCS § 7412)
• Payments to Hospitals for Inpatient Hospital Services (42 USCS § 1395ww)
• Designation of Enterprise Zones (42 USCS § 11501)
• Minimum Federal Fleet Requirements (42 USCS § 13212)
• Access to Broadband Telecommunications Services in Rural Areas (7 USCS § 950bb)
• Air Traffic Controllers (49 USCS § 44506)

Opportunity Zones
The Department of Transportation has identified transportation assets that fall within Opportunity Zones with the goal of driving
investment of all types to these important areas.
Despite the growing national economy, economically distressed communities are located in every corner of the United States and its
territories. These communities have high levels of poverty, failing schools, job scarcity, and a lack of investment. A new tax incentive—
Opportunity Zones—was created to spur economic development and job creation by encouraging long-term investment in low-income
communities nationwide.
Read about our partner’s roles in Opportunity Zones:
• Housing and Urban Development: Implementation Plan for The White House Opportunity and Revitalization Council
• The IRS: Tax reform creates opportunity zone tax incentive
• Treasury Department Community Development Financial Institutions Fund
The Opportunity Zone designation encourages investment in communities by granting investors extensive Federal tax advantages for
using their capital gains to finance new projects and enterprises. There are more than 8,700 designated Qualified Opportunity Zones
located in all 50 States, the District of Columbia, and five United States territories. Of the Qualified Opportunity Zones 40 percent are in
rural census tracts, 38 percent are in urban tracts, and 22 percent are in suburban tracts.
South Alabama Opportunity Zones

https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/subdoc/906/build-fact-sheet2019.pdf

Transportation Dictionary
The USDOT released a searchable online dictionary that includes over 9,000 transportation terms and acronyms. The terms were collected
from a variety of public and private transportation publications and databases. This dictionary presents over 9,000 terms and acronyms
related to transportation. The terms and acronyms were obtained from various transportation publications and databases which exist
within the federal government, private organizations, Canada and Mexico.
Search Tips
·
Sources are listed in parenthesis after the definition.
·
None of the searches are case sensitive. Searching for PEDESTRIAN will produce the same results as searching for
pedestrian.
·
The Dictionary searches for the word, phrase or acronym as it is entered and returns all records that match or contain that word,
phrase or acronym. For example, searching for pedestrian will return records for pedestrian and pedestrian walkway.
Click HERE for the search engine.

